ABSTRACT:

There is a difference of space loss depending on the time of premature extraction and the type of the prematurely extracted teeth. The aim of the study is to determine the space loss according to the time and the type of the extracted teeth. Material and methods: We studied 90 children 6 to 9 years old with premature loss of one or more primary teeth divided into three groups according to the severity of the orthodontic deformation. We used two biometric methods – the Moyers method and measured the mesial and distal movement of the adjustment teeth by drawing perpendicular lines towards the middle line. Results: The average amount of space lost is 0,033 mm for the first group, 2,2 for the second and 3,16 for the third group.

The lack of space when the first primary molars are extracted is 0,37 mm in the upper jaw and is due to medicalization of the second primary molar. In the lower jaw the loss of space is – 1,12 mm. The lack of space when the second primary molars are prematurely extracted is 1,2 for the upper and 1,45 for the lower jaw. Conclusion: The time is a significant factor for the loss of space. The reduction of space increases when the premature extraction is done before more than two months and when second primary molars are extracted.
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INTRODUCTION:

Temporary teeth are a determining factor for the development of occlusion. The early loss of deciduous teeth can lead to a temporary movement of adjacent teeth and loss of space for the permanent teeth, whereby it is necessary to use space maintainers in order to continue the normal development of the dental arches and the occlusion [1].

A number of authors that study space loss problem agree that there is a difference in the loss of space depending on the time of premature extraction and the type of the prematurely extracted teeth in children with mixed dentition [1, 2, 3, 5, 6]. Some authors found, that the space loss is more significant when first molars are lost [5, 6], others, considered just the opposite – that the space loss is more significant when second molars are lost [1, 2].

The aim of the study is to determine the space loss in the both dental arches according to the time and the type of premature extracted deciduous teeth.

METHODS AND MATERIALS:

We studied 90 children 6 to 9 years old with premature loss of one primary tooth divided into three groups of 30 patients according to the time of the premature extraction and the severity of the malocclusions if there are such deformations.

• Patients that have lost one or more tooth extracted, that come to the clinic during the first 2 month after the extraction and have no orthodontic problems.

• Patients with prematurely temporary teeth extracted before 6 or more months with mild orthodontic problems.

• Patients with prematurely temporary tooth lost before 6 or more month and have severe orthodontic problems (II and III class Angle).

We used two biometric methods for the purpose of the study - the Moyers method and measured the mesial and distal movement of the adjustment teeth by drawing perpendicular lines towards the middle line.

RESULTS:

We determined that the average amount of space lost is 0,033 mm for the first group, 2,2 for the second and 3,16 for the third group (Fig. 1.).
Fig. 1. Comparing the average loss of space between the three surveyed groups with prematurely lost deciduous teeth calculated in millimeters

There is statistically significant difference between all three groups.

The results show that in the first study group (patients who have premature extracted teeth no more than two months before the visit to the dental office) there is a slight loss of space – 0,03 mm, compared to the second and third group, where this loss is more significant, especially in children with severe orthodontic deformations is respectively – 2,2 millimeters and 3,16 millimeters.

The lack of space when the first primary molars are extracted is 0,37 mm in the upper jaw and is due to medicalization of the second primary molar. In the lower jaw the loss of space is greater – 1,12 mm and it is related to the distal movement of the primary canines. The lack of space when the second primary molars are prematurely extracted is 1,2 for the upper and 1,45 for the lower jaw and it is related to the medialisation of the first permanent molars (Fig. 2.).

DISCUSSION:
The results show that there is a significant loss of space six and more months after the premature extraction of primary teeth, if any adequate measures are not taken. It means that the usage of space maintainers is obligatory. The aim is keeping enough place for the eruption of the permanent teeth and to prevent malocclusions. The difference between the second and the third group is smaller but statistically significant. It means that the time as a factor of space loss is more significant than the lack or the presence of malocclusions. Our results are similar to Park’s and all in 2009 [7] and differ from Kumari and all [4] and Lin [5] studies. We study the differences in the space loss, when the different types of teeth are extracted prematurely. The results show that the type of the teeth is another significant factor for the space loss. Our results that when second primary molar is prematurely extracted, more space is lost are similar to another authors results [1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 11].

CONCLUSION:
The time is a significant factor for the loss of space. The reduction of space increases when the premature extraction is done before more than two months, especially in children with severe orthodontic deformations. The type of the premature extracted tooth is another significant factor for the loss of space. The lack of space is bigger when second primary molars are extracted, because of the medial movement of the first permanent molars. This analysis leads to the conclusion that the use of space maintainers must be considered according to the time and the Type of the prematurely extracted teeth. The space maintainer should be used less than 2 month after tooth extraction. This will maintain the correct occlusal relationship.

Fig. 2. Average loss of space in millimeters, depending on the type of prematurely lost tooth and position in the jaw (upper or lower jaw)
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